Right Hand Drive

Factory Five does not offer a RHD kit, but it is often requested and has been done by several of our customers around the world. This is a modification that you (the customer) would have to do to your frame. It is mostly cutting and re-welding the pedal box mount and re-routing the steering shaft assembly. You will also need to source a RHD steering rack. We have heard of people using a RHD Subaru WRX steering rack in the Mk4 kit.

Many people have also ordered a separate set of foot box aluminum that is unbent so they can mirror bend the standard pieces.

Modifications necessary for Right Hand Drive

- Frame Modifications
  - Steel to hold pedal box
  - Locate upper steering bearing mount
  - Footbox Protection bent tube on right side
- Aluminum changes
  - Aluminum footbox panels for right side new footbox
  - Aluminum footbox panels for left side footbox
- Steering rack mounts
Other possible items to consider:

- Locate mounting positions for heater and wipers (standard location is on right side)
- Color of Tail lights
- Front license plate.
- Headlights
- Rear fog light (if applicable)